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Standing up, selecting the best wave sets,
exploring lakes and rivers
or going for a long distance downwinder.
Our world team traveled between the Maldives, Australia and Hawaii
to develop and test our new progressive SUP range.
The five very best shapes were selected and made available in two
technologies, the great looking wood Sport Tech version
and the extra durable Tufskin models.

Our collection has a host of features which set them apart in the world of SUP:
• Fast tail rockers for speed and early take off
• Extra width for stability
• Added middle rocker plus thin rails for a great ride and maneuverability
• Concaves for nose riding and smoothness
• Built-in carry handles and double leash inserts
• FCS insert options for Sport Tech versions

Starboard was the first company to bring out precision-molded wood veneer
surf boards back in the mid nineties.
We were also in the pioneering stage of offering soft deck surf boards.
We take advantage of our early technology innovations and complement them with our
development over the last 10 years, which has made Starboard known as the trendsetter and
clear world leader.
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SUP 12’x32”
SUP 12’x32” SUP 12’x32”
Tufskin
Tufskin Camo
Sport Tech
Available with or without a mast-track insert.

Mr. Easy
The 12’ x32” is “great” in every sense of the word. Super easy to paddle and balance due to its extra width and
length. It’s especially comfortable to get started on this design, climb over white water and into the waves.
General maneuvering is also made simple. It is a big wide board, but due to it’s curvy rocker, deep V,
thin rails and rounded outline, it is still extremely agile and turns with a smooth carve.
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Perfect for less-than-epic conditions found around the world, it turns the most mediocre of waves into a whole lot of fun.
Due to its phenomenal stability, it is well suited to moving up and down the board longboard-style. You can try to get all
“Hawaiian” by getting up to the nose to “hang ten” and then shuffle back to lay down a carve.
Probably the most versatile board in the market and even great for tandem surfing and fishing.
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The Ultimate Blend
The 11’2” x 30” is responsive, handles greater speed, larger waves and allows tighter turns.
Still oriented towards classic longboarding style, it offers greater agility.
SUP 11’2”x30”
SUP 11’2”x30” SUP 11’2”x30”
Tufskin Camo
Tufskin
Sport Tech
Available with or without a mast-track insert.

As with all the boards in the range, the nose concave provides lift which aides in catching waves, as well
as getting up the front to get your toes on the nose.

This single concave feeds into a double concave through the middle and then into a ”V”
through the tail. This delivers the ultimate combination of lift, drive and release, tailored to
suit the various positions of your feet on the board. The 30” width and wide nose provides
good stability yet its narrow, thin tail makes it really very loose, especially while using the
thruster set up. The thrusters also helps a lot for directional stability while paddling.
This 11’2” design offers the ultimate blend between stability, paddling speed and riding.
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The Extremists.
9’8”x30” and 9’0”x30”, for the hardcore and people
that want to get the most out of riding waves.
The fish-tail style shorter boards are the most
exciting and progressive shapes in the range.
They are still stable paddlers due to their 30” width
but they demand a slightly higher skill level to be
able to get the full potential out of them.
They feel more like surfing a shortboard in
comparison. With instant acceleration, their shorter
shapes allow you to pump down the line with
powerful, driven cutbacks and rapid response.
Gliding into tiny waves with ultimate ease, they
comfortably handle the speed of taking the drop on
larger waves.
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SUP 9’8”x30”
Sport Tech

SUP 9’0”x30”
Sport Tech

Available with or without a mast-track and footstrap inserts.
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The Cruiser
The 12'6"x30” is known as a great, fast cruiser for both open ocean and lakes.
Its exceptional glide comes from the added length and the smooth stable feeling makes it a hit for "down winders" and "point to point" paddling.
The 12'6" is also a cool board to catch your first waves with and it surprises with its good carving ability.
Being probably the best tandem surf board ever, the 12'6" is a classic allrounder.

SUP 12’6”x30”
Tufskin

SUP 12’6”x30”
Sport Tech

Available with or without a centre finbox.
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Leashes
Our SUP specific leashes are sized to match SUP boards.
They feature a double-swivel fitting for a tangle-free
experience and a deluxe wrap for extra comfort.

SUP Boardbags
8mm foam padding deck and bottom with a 600D polyester
construction, a zipped fin slot and a quick-clip shoulder strap. Individual
sizes are available for all our SUP models.

Power Paddles
The Fixed Carbon Power Paddle is a high performance lightweight paddle designed
exclusively for Stand Up Paddling.
The Fixed SUP Alloy Paddle is available with a composite glass Power blade or ABS Power
blade.
The paddles are suitable for stand up paddlers of any height with the shafts maximum length
of 220cm. All paddles are supplied without the handle fitted: the shaft can therefore be
cut down to the right length before the handle is inserted and glued to the shaft tip.
A good rule of thumb for finding the ideal paddle length: have the shaft
length equal to the distance from your toes to your eyes.

Fixed
Carbon

Fixed
Alloy

Adjustable
Alloy

The Adjustable Alloy Paddle extends from 190cm to 220cm with twin
push-pins that offer a firm, rattle-free locking mechanism.

